BUILDING SECURITY

cility. I can also monitor compliance.
"If stores are not filling out their key
receipts or returning control keys, I
can see that and follow up," Clark
says. "We also conduct random audits
so managers know that we are monitoring compliance with the program."
The software also provides a variety
of exception and audit reporting tools
that help track the number of re-keys
that have taken place. "If they see a lo-

customized InstaKey training materials and informational messages that
explain what the new program is, how
it works and when they can expect a
locksmith to perform the conversion.
Step change
Once the conversion is complete,
managers are given a re-key packet
containing a new set of keys and a
"step change" key, which would be

used to change the configuration of the
core pins if a key is lost or stolen.
AnnTaylor can undertake a step
change process several times at a
given location before the cores have
to be replaced. On the old system,
"every time we replaced a lock, we
would have to prepare a packet," he
says. "The store would have to go
around and remove the cores. Most
of the time the stores could do it

hen a key is lost, stolen
or simply not returned
by a former employee,

AnnTaylor stores do not have to
change their locks.

I nstead, store personnel retrieve

the re-key packet containing a

"step change" key. Inserting the

step change key and turning it 180
degrees removes one of the

pieces of the brass wafer in the

lock core, reconfiguring the pins

cation that has re-keyed three or four
ti mes," says Cita Doyle, director of
sales and marketing for InstaKey, "LP
can investigate further to find out if
that store might have a training issue
because they are not getting the keys
back when employees leave or maybe
they have a turnover problem."
AnnTaylor contracts with a locksmith service to install the cores each
ti me it takes the program into a new
region. It then provides managers with
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and rendering the old keys unusable. New keys are distributed,

and a new step change packet is

ordered by dropping a postcard in
the mail.

I nstead of waiting for new cores

to be overnighted and installed,

management "can now go home at
the end of the day and know that
their store is safe and secure,"

says AnnTaylor DC security manager Larry Clark.

themselves, but there would be situations where the cores would freeze or
you couldn't get the pins back into
place and facilities would have to
send a locksmith.
"This system is much more efficient," Clark says. The ability to get
several key changes out of a core
means a store "might be able to go
years without ever having to pull the
cores. We are definitely saving time
and money for our people."
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